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ABSTRACT

The Point Lepreau Generating Stat4.on, a 680 MWe CANDU unit, is
located about 40 km southwest of the City of Saint John, New
Brunswick, Canada. It was declared in-service on February, 1983
and, since then, has demonstrated an average cross capacity factor
of over 93% up to the end of 1990.

This paper compared the performance of the station with other
sister CANDU units and the Light Water Reactors world-wide using
the following ten performance indicators, as applicable:

- gross capacity factor
- fuel burn-up
- heavy water upkeep
- unplanned reactor trips while critical
- forced outage rate
- fuel handling performance
- derived emission of radioactive effluents to environment
- personnel radiation dose
- industrial safety
- low-level solid radioactive wastes

The paper examines various areas of station activities including
management and organization, operations and mintenance, technical
support, fuel handling and health physics i order to highlight
some of the "good practices" which are believed to have made
significant contribution towards achieving the demonstrated
performance of Point Lepreau G.S. In addition, several areas of
potential improvement are discussed in order to maintain and
enhance, where practicable,. the safety, reliability and economic
performance of the station. In this context, a careful review of
the operating experiences, both in-house and at other stations, and
a judicious application of lessons learned plays a significant
role.





1. INTRODUCTION

The Point Lepreau G.S. is a 60 Mwe CANDTU nuclear generating
station locate(� about 40 km southwest of the City of Saint John,
New Brunswick, Canada. The station is owned and operated by N.B.
Power as part of a total generating capacity of 3190 Mwe with
interconnections to the Provinces of Quebec, Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island and the State of Maine (USA). It achieved first
criticality on 25 July 1982, first power on 16 September 1982 and
was declared in service on February 1983.

The station is operated as a base load unit at full power. As of
31 December 1990, it has produced over 44.7 million MWh at a
lifetime gross capacity of 90.4%, the corresponding number since
in-service date is 93.3% which makes it the tp CANDU performer in
the world. It was ranked as the number one power reactor in the
world in Nuclear Engineering International based on lifetime gross
capacity factor up to 30 September 1990, just ahead of Emsland
(PWR-Germany)(Table 1). By the year end, however, Emsland pushed
Lepreau to a second place with 91% capacity factor even though
Lepreau clocked a near perfect output during this quarter!

This paper compares the performance of Lepreau with other CANDUs
and the average light water reactor performance in various
countries using the following ten performance indicators where
relevant:

- Lifetime Gross capacity factor
- Unplanned reactor trips while critical
- Forced outage rate
- Incapability due to fuel handling
- Fuel burnup
- Heavy water upkeep
- Personnel dose
- Lost time accident frequency
- Solid radioactive waste stored
- Radioactive emissions to the environment

The overall performance of Point Lepreau is examined as a function
of the following four factors:

- people
- equipment (hardware, software and designed features)
- procedures
- management

Significant contributors in ea 'ch of these factors are described
briefly to demonstrate as to what can be considered as good
practices and where further improvements are! warranted. In the
end, some of the on-going programs are discussed which address the
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following challenges to maintaining the demonstrated level of
performance and enhancing it, where practicable:

- developing necessary staff capability to meet increasing work
load

- maintaining staff motivation and mitigating complacency
- improving staff productivity and eliminating unnecessary work
- managing equipment obsolescence and ageing.

2. COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Table 2A and 2B show a comparison of selected performance
indicators for all CANDU units over 500 MWe capacity. The average
CANDU performance is then compared in Table 3 with the light water
reactors in various countries which contribute their data to INPO
(Reference 1).

The lifetime capacity factor data is presented up to 30 September
1990 with Point Lepreau heading the list followed by Bruce and
Pickering 7 The data for other performance indicators is
typically the average over the last four years 1987-1990) except
as noted for lost-time accidents which cover a period of three
years from 1988 to 1990. Pickering heads the list followed by
Wo1sung and Point Lepreau in forced outage rate. Point Lepreau
shares the top spot with Bruce 1, and as far as incapability
due to fuel handling is concerned followed by Bruce 6 and Bruce 2.
It is however difficult to make a meaningful comparison with multi-
unit stations due to significant differences in design. The
unplanned reactor trips are the lowest at Point Lepreau and Bruce
6, followed by Pickering 2 Pickering 5, Bruce 3 and 8. Bruce
2 and 4 share the top spot as far as fuel burn-up is concerned,
followed by Bruce and Pickering 1. This comparison is however
significantly affected by the fuel management strategy adopted at
each station. Some stations tend to optimize ripple while others
optimize the burn-up. The heavy water management costs are minimum
at Point Lepreau, followed by Pickering A and stations. The data
for Gentilly 2 Wo1sung and Bruce are not available. Average
worker dose is the lowest at Bruce B, followed by Pickering and
Point Lepreau/Gentilly 2 The higher number for Pickering A
probably reflects the impact of the large scale tube replacement
program. Calculated dose to the critical member of the public at
the fence-post is based on liquid and gaseous emissions. Point
Lepreau tops the list followed by Bruce and Pickering sites. This
comparison is subject to specific site considerations depending on
the radioactivity transport pathway analysis. For example, for sea
water sites, tritium releases do not make a significant
contribution because nobody drinks sea water! Bruce enjoys the
top spot for low level radioactive waste storage followed by
Embalse and Gentilly 2 This comparison is significantly affected
by the fact that some sites report the wastes produced while others
report the wastes stored.
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Lost-time accident frequency is the lowest at Bruce followed by
Bruce A and Pickering units. Again this comparison is
significantly affected by local labour management practices in
treating lost-time ccidents.

The average CANDU performance is compared ith the light water
reactor in Table 3 using data over three years from 1987 to 1989
for six of the ten relevant performance indicators. As far as
capacity factor is concerned, it is obvious that CANDUs have lost
ground to WRs because of the long outages to replace fuel channels
in Ontario hydro stations. Sweden enjoys the top spot in
equivalent availability followed by Germany and France. Forced
outage rates are the lowest in Japan followed by Germany and
Sweden. Unplanned reactor trips are again he lowest in Japan,
followed by Germany and CANDUs. Worker dose is the lowest in
CANDUs followed by Sweden and France. Low-level solid radioactive
wastes are the lowest for CANDUs followed by Japan and Sweden. The
data for lost-time accidents is incomplete with USA in the top
spot.

3. PERFORMANCE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

The operation of Point Lepreau G.S. is optimized to meet the
following two prime objectives:

safety of the public, the workers and the environment shall
be ensured.
electricity shall be produced reliably at minimum cost.

Figure presents a simplified approach showing a "four-factor"
formula for achieving the above objectives. The "equipment"
represents all the designed features including hardware, software
and design information. The "procedures" represent all the station
documentation employed to operate and maintain the station. The
"people" represent the total human resources dedicated to the
station. The rim of the "steering wheel" represents "management
and organization". Their function is to ensure that the equipment,
the procedures and the people are developed to the best possible
standards and that the necessary environment is created and
sustained to ensure optimum integration of all the elements. This
model is used to assess the performance of Point Lepreau G.S.

4. ORGANIZATION

Figure 2 shows the current organization chart with a total site
staff of 470. Although Training is shown as reporting to head
office, it 'is essentially integrated with the station organization
as far as its operational activities are concerned. Health Physics
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operates more as an independent unit with close working
relationship with station staff on all matters relating to health
and safety of the workers. In the following, a brief review of the
functions of each department is given where it may be different
from its traditional role at other stations.

Production Unit: There are five shift crews, each shift consisting
of a licensed Shift Supervisor and two licensed senior operators,
one in the control room and the other supervising the field work.
The senior operators rotate their duties periodically. other on-
shift staff include a typical complement of ten operators, two
mechanical maintainers, two electrical and control maintainers, two
chemical maintainers, and one stores person. Each shift has a
designated emergency response team headed by the senior field
operator assisted by 3 field operators and two maintainers. The
shift schedule rotates on a 25-day cycle, with days, evenings
and nights before going on 10 days off.

The Maintenance department is organized in three sections under two
supervisors, each a professional engineer with extensive experience
in commissioning and technical unit work. They operate with a
relatively high ratio of supervision to workers (typically 14).
Another professional engineer is included in each of the mechanical
and electrical and control sections to perform such aintenance
engineering functions as procedures and tools development, liaison
with the Technical Unit for implementation of design changes,
calibrations, welding, NDE, etc.

The Fuel Handling group consists of 19 people including technical
support staff and fuel handling specialists who performs combined
functions of operators and maintainers. The fuel handling
operations are performed over two shifts on weekdays with Wednesday
being their maintenance day.

The Chemical Control department consist of two professionals and
14 technicians. They carry the added responsibility for operating
the water treatment plant, the condensate polisher, and the
chemical addition system.

Technical Unit: The Technical Unit provides full scope technical
services including the traditional system engineering, generic
equipment engineering support, computer program development and
maintenance, periodic and in-service inspection, management of
nuclear materials, management of licensing activities including the
safety design requirements, supporting safety analysis, reliability
analysis and reactor physics.
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A total of 37 system engineers are responsible for their assigned
systems including the process, mechanical, electrical and control
functions from the point of view of their operation, maintenance,
design changes, performance monitoring and toubleshooting. This
group is backed by the generic engineering support on equipment and
safety design.

The Technical Mechanical department is responsible for all the
nuclear systems and the balance of the plant systems including the
management of heavy water, radioactive wastes and fuel accounting.
The responsibility for certain generic equipment problems is also
assigned within this group. This includes such areas as motorized
valves, expansion joints, steam traps, cathodic protection.

The Technical Controls department is responsible for reactor
regulation, shutdown systems, station control computers and
programs, radiation monitoring, training simulator as well the
business computer services and generic I & C support. This
includes such generic equipment as mercury-wetted relays, solenoid
valves, instrument valves, tubing, environmental qualification
issues, calibration programs.

The Technical Electrical department is responsible for all the
electrical supply and distribution systems, generic electrical
support (e.g. motors, generators, switchgear), microprocessor
control applications, engineering electrical work packages,
electronic drafting and wiring control, station production analysis
and reporting, coordination of consulting services and information
exchange with COG.

The Technical Safety and Compliance department manages all the
licensing interfaces with the relevant jurisdictions, performs
safety and reliability analysis, conducts safety performance
assessment and reporting, carries out core performance analysis and
fuel management, coordinates contingency planning, coordination of
unplanned event reporting, IAEA safeguards, and interface with
Corporate office on risk anagement. This department is also
responsible for providing generic support on the safety design
requirements and the determination of allowable operating limits
for systems and equipment.

The Generic Mechanical Projects department carries out generic
technical support activities in the area of reactor equipment,
metallurgical services, periodic and in-service inspection, ice
plugging, erosion-corrosion inspection, safety relief valve
testing, piping and support, seismic qualification services. In
addition, their current assigned special projects include reactor
fuel channels, steam generators, dry fuel storage and the new
administration building.
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The Generic Station projects group provides technical support
involving overall plant applications. Current projects include
development and upgrading of Emergency Operating Procedures and
associated technical basis documents.

The Operational Feedback group has recently been organized to to
review all the relevant information coming through the COG and INPO
network, and other international sources for applicability to Point
Lepreau. This group is also developing relevant performance
criteria for the overall plant as well as for the individual
groups.

Planning unit: This department is responsible for planning and
scheduling all work performed through the Production Unit. They
issue the Daily Work Plan, the Poison Outage Plan, the Short Term
Plan, and the Long Term Plan and specific plans for implementing
special projects. In addition they prepare the annual outage plan
for which an Operations team, headed by a Shift Supervisor, is set
up to manage detailed coordination of ajor activities and the
associated work permits.

Quality Assurance Unit: The QA group consists of professionals
who performs all the surveillance and audit functions at the
station. They also coordinate external audits from the AECB and
other international groups such as the IAEA and INPO.

Health Physics: This Unit is responsible for ensuring that the
required health and safety practices are followed at the station,
including radiation protection and industrial safety. Their staff
of 21 people provides radiation protection services, and run the
health physics laboratory at Site and a dosimetry service/
environmental laboratory at Fredericton. They maintain a complete
record of all radiation dose received by all workers at the
station, make the dose records available to the employees for
information and planning their occupational exposure, provide
advisory services for work planning, and administer all on-site
radiation protection training.

Training: The Training department consists of 14 professionals
organized in three sections, technical/academic; skills;
authorization/simulator. For academic training they work very
closely with the local University and the Community College. The
skills training program is largely supported by secondments from
the Production unit. The authorization training group is also
supported by personnel from the Operations and Technical groups.
The acquisition of the full-scope simulator has added a significant
new dimension to the scope of this training.
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S. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

The performance assessment of Point Lepreau i discussed using the
four key contributing factors: the people, the (equipment, the
procedures and the management.

5.1 PEOPLE

Staff Experience: The staff turnover has been very low and as a
result most of the experience gained during early operation has
been retained at site. This has enabled the training of new staff
under the stewardship of the experienced staff in a relatively
leisurely manner. New staff are normally given classroom training
for about a year before starting on-the-job training,

Pride of Ownership: Most of the staff are lcal New
Brunswickers who enjoy working and living ere. Generally the
staff enjoy a healthy life style rich in outdoors activities. They
tend to be a satisfied group of people enjoying a lot of freedom
to think and bring forward their ideas to their supervision and
management. The level of dedication, commitment and a sense of
"ownership" for the plant is perhaps second to none in the
industry. This is demonstrated by the fact that there has never
been any problem finding the required support to troubleshoot plant
problems at any time of the day. They tend to stick with the
problem until it is resolved to their satisfaction. There have
been many instances when, for problems requiring continued
attention, they would simply retire to the lcal site camp for a
few hours of rest before resuming the work.

Personnel Safety: Staff commitment to work safely is enhanced by
continued training, promotional concepts eg. "safer at work than
at home" and constant reminders to work safely through 'THINK
SAFETY" printed across each work order. Most operating,
maintenance and technical staff have received advanced radiation
protection training. The safety objectives are integrated with the
station documentation. This is backed up by management commitment
to "safety before production" which promotes safety culture
throughout the station. An hours of work policy has been
introduced to ensure that extended periods of long working hours,
particularly during an outage, do not adversely affect worker
safety. To achieve this objective, no double shifting is
scheduled. Also definite limits have been established on the
maximum hours of work that a person can work in a period without
a day off.
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Staff Development: Staff development covers a full range of
training programs from science fundamentals, equipment systems
and principles, systems training, advanced training for the
authorized staff, skills training for hands-on workers, as
well as management trdining for the professional staff. As
a target, the staff spend about 10-15% of their time on
training assignments in order to maintain their effectiveness
at work. Most of the staff have already completed the
required academic training, systems training and protection
training. The Technical Unit professional staff is encouraged
to take the general nuclear and conventional courses specified
for authorization of the Shift Supervisors. They are however
no longer required to write the formal AECB examination unless
they are potential candidates for the shift supervisor
position. The skills training program and the continuing
training program for the authorized staff are under active
development. The former is being developed through seconded
staff from the maintenance department while the latter will
significantly benefit from the newly acquired full-scope
Simulator. This is all the more important in view of the fact
that the plant operates continuously at full power for ost
of the year, which gives little opportunity to the shift staff
to acquire hands-on practice in recovering from upsets.

Staff Well-informed: The staff are very well informed about
what is going on and why. The relevant information is passed
on readily through routine communication channels, especially
the daily planning meetings which are attended by supervision
and management. During the annual outage, a daily bulletin
is issued to keep all staff informed of the progress to date
and upcoming work.

Staff Recognition: The staff are recognized for outstanding
contribution to the plant on a case-by-case basis. Generally,
it takes the form of a personal "thank-you" from the manager,
a letter of commendation to personal file, a dinner for the
team effort and in some cases some visible gift like sports
bags, scarves, neckties, hats, jackets etc. specially designed
to celebrate the achievement. The cash award scheme to
recognize people for their ideas to improve productivity,
safety, build team effort and minimize cost is very popular
with the employees.

Productivity and Morale: The staff are very keen to improve
their productivity. The use of PCs and the associated utility
programs have proven an excellent vehicle to improve
productivity in such areas as upkeep of operating documents,
production of work plans, -maintaining performance data bases,
producing CAD drawings for work plans and manuals, accessing
station information management systems including the shift
log both at work and from home. This has allowed the staff
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to work smarter, monitor their plant more closely and improve
productivity and morale.

Authorized Staff: Most of the authorized staff are career
shift workers which ensures long term cmmitment to the job.
A couple of development positions at the shift supervisor
level are effectively used to upgrade te capability of the
professional staff in the Technical unit. The extensive
exposure to stringent training requirements and the hands-on
experience to manage in a shift environment has proven to be
an excellent investment in our senior staff.

Contract Staff: Depending on the work situation, contract
services are hired to handle bulk of the manual work under the
direct supervision of the plant staff. This is particularly
applicable for plant outages when a large number of temporary
personnel is brought to augment station staff.

consulting Services: The services of consultant are retained
to augment the resources of the Technical Unit in such areas
as licensing, safety analysis, computer pogramming, preparing
electrical design work packages.

5.2 EQUIPMENT

Design Upgrading Program: The hardware and software was
basically designed in accordance with ound principles and
standards. The commissioning program was thoroughly planned
and executed. Particular care and attention was paid to
performing and analyzing detailed reactor physics measurements
and other thermal-hydraulic parameters to provide the
necessary data base to fine-tune the analytical simulation
codes. The dynamic performance of the station was thoroughly
tested and the control programs finely tned and optimized to
enhance its capability to withstand all the expected
transients during normal operation. Subsequent operating
experience has continued to be carefully analyzed and
necessary design modifications implemented to enhance station
performance. Todate over 2500 design modifications have been
installed with about 500 still in the process of being
implemented. The scope of these modifications vary from a
change to a control setpoint to the addition of a Dry fuel
Storage facility at a cost of several million dollars. Table
4 gives a list of 50 major design changes that have had
significant impact on station performance. Continuing
attention to analyzing plant data and improving performance
through carefully controlled design upgrading program is a
significant factor in ensuring a good performance record.

Computer Upgrading: The station is controlled by two Varian
V73 computers with a processor size of .32K which executes a
fairly large number of programs including control of reactor
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power, heat transport pressure and inventory, boiler pressure
and inventory, fuel handling, alarm annunciation and display.
The machines are programmed in assembly language which allows
faster operation of the programs. Originally the programs
were brought into the core memory, when required for
execution, from a fixed head disc. This continual transfer
of programs into he core loaded the relatively small central
processor of the computers. In 1986, the 2 MB fixed head disc
was replaced with 4 MB of solid state memory which is
expandable to 64 MBs. This replacement has reduced computer
loading used by disc access by up to 25%, allowing the reserve
to be used for new developments which included:

- increase in number of available displays and longer
historical data storage.

- special CRT displays to assist the operator in managing
emergency operating procedures.

- automatic grappling of fuel from one end of a fuel
channel to empty the channel for inspection thus reducing
the time from 12 hours to 2 hours.

- addition of a heat sink monitor during a shutdown. This
is particularly significant as there may be several
hundred annunciation points in alarm, which are normally
clear during operation, which could mask the appearance
of alarms related to a loss of heat sink.

These changes have significantly improved man-machine
interface as well as provided a "cushion" against obsolescence
of computer equipment.

During the latter stages of design and early operation, many
changes were made to the various programs to improve plants
ability to ride through severe transients. As a result, the
programs became heavily patched, which made them hard to
update and troubleshoot. Also several changes were made to
minimize CRT alarm flooding including the installation of a
dead-band on alarms, chatter filter module, time delay on
return to normal, review of major/minor categorizations and
elimination of redundant alarms. All the programs were
reassembled and fully documented to remove patches and
increase comprehension.

Business Management Computers: The management computer
hardware consists of a VAX 3800 and VAX 3900 plus DECnet link
with the NB Power computer network in Fredericton. There are
over 120 terminals, 100 PCs and 2 APOLLOs in the plant
connected by ethernet through a DECserver or direct connection
to the network of computers. A number of stand-alone utility
programs have been written in order to make the information
easily available to all staff for efficient service to the
station. These programs are listed in Table .
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Systems Health Monitoring: A typical CANDU 6 monitoring
system consists of over 1500 analogue inputs, 2048 contact
inputs, 500 digital inputs and 500 calculated parameters. At
presert, the systems health monitoring starts with the Control
Room Operator who has over 3500 bits of iformation on control
panels in addition to CRT displays. The Sstem Engineer
relies on a variety of information including the shift log,
alarm printout, trip log, work reports, test procedures and
historical trends. Recent development, in technology has
enabled the development of a system wich interfaces with
direct memory access of the control computers. The "gateway"'
is a term given to a 80386 based industrial PC computer. it
has the gateway card which performs te functions of the
obsolete moving arm disk, the paper tape system and allows
only one-way output of control computers readings to the
gateway computer to pass on to the network. Continuous
recording of the annunciation messages will be provided on a
laser optical disk and these will then be made available
electronically to the system engineers. This program is
actively being developed to define specifications and
techniques for effective systems health monitoring. At the
present time a pilot program is being implemented on
monitoring the health of main steam condensers to determine
an optimum tube cleaning program. The systems health
monitoring when developed will truly herald an era of
proactive maintenance.

Equipment Ageing: As the station approaches the end of its
first decade of in-service operation, sme of its equipment
is receiving a higher level of inspection, maintenance or
replacement in order to ensure plant safety and reliability.
For control and instrumentation equipment a review of
degradable components is being conducted, their useful life
assessed and a replacement program is being implemented as
part of the environmental qualification review. The mercury-
wetted relays and solenoid valves are receiving greater
attention. The in-core flux detectors are scheduled to be
replaced in 1992. The fuel channels and steam generators are
also receiving careful attention to mitigate ageing concerns.
The successful implementation of these programs will ensure
continued high level of performance of the station.

Spares Inventory: A significant level of investment (about
40 M in 1990 $) is made in on-site stock of spares and
consumables to serve the station on short notice. In
addition, the use of a common stock code numbering system
ensures that compatible parts and equipment can be borrowed
from sister plants in Canada to meet emergency needs.
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5.3 PROCEDURES

INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL: A detailed set of documents governs
the policies and practices at the station. These include
licensing documents e.g. the operating policies and
principles; reference documents covering production, technical
and training activities; station instructions covering
detailed procedures for station administration, procurement
and stores! operation, maintenance, technical and training;
quality assurance manuals and associated reference documents
to conduct audits on station activities. These documents have
evolved over the years through a systematic review process to
the point that they are optimized to serve the need of the
plant. The review process is managed through a computerized
call-up system.

Documentation Quality: The quality of the documents is good
and is maintained through a rigorous program of review and
approval process involving the users. A formal record of the
review comments is maintained along with their disposition..
All operating documents are prepared by the system engineers,
reviewed by his supervisor and the operations group, approved
by the Technical Superintendent and issued for use by the
Production Manager.

Effect of Design Changes: Before a design modification is
implemented and turned over to the production department, all
the relevant documentation is prepared in accordance with the
requirements identified at the time of the approval of the
design change. The design change cannot be formally closed
unless all the specified documentation has been completed and
issued.

operating Manuals: Typically, each manual is reviewed on a
three yearly cycle. Interim "partial revisions" are issued
to maintain them up-to-date as system status changes to
reflect any temporary or permanent changes. Formal Operating
Memos are issued where interim revision to Operating Manuals
is not warranted. All operations of repetitive and routine
nature or those operations required to be carried out in an
emergency situation, eg. to support an Emergency Operating
Procedure (EOP), are covered by Standard Operating Sequences
(SOSS).

Test Procedures: Test procedures are written to cover all
mandatory tests as well as other operating tests considered
necessary to demonstrate operational safety and reliability.
In addition, a set of carefully selected Operating Manual
tests are designed to protect the plant against significant
economic loss and ensure personnel safety. The O.M. tests are
proposed by the System Engineer, and reviewed by a senior
level committee to ensure consistency in application of the
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criteria before formal test procedures are developed. Each
test procedure is produced in a step-by-step f ormat with a
check-off against each step and tried out in the field for
operations feedback. It is then reviewed by the Reliability
group for compliance with the mandatory rquirements, approved
by the Technical Superintendent and issued by the Production
Manager.

Maintenance Procedures: Maintenance procedures cover a wide
range from detailed technical procedures., eg. troubleshooting
PDCs, to primarily skills procedures, eg. pump alignment.
The procedures requiring significant tchnical content are
produced by the Technical Unit while the Maintenance
department produce those requiring significant skills content.
Each procedure is then formally reviewed by the other
department before it is approved and issued by the Maintenance
Superintendent. A number of these procedures are presently
in a draft form and are being expedited for formal issue.

Emergency operating Procedures (EOPS) : A set of eight event-
specific EPs was prepared which cover those predictable
events that are considered to present a serious challenge to
the operator's ability to control the plant. A Generic EOP,
which supports and complements the event-specific EPs, has
also been developed. It is a stand-alone procedure which is
designed to support the operator in extreme situations where
other operating procedures are ineffective or where the
operator is not able to identify the plant upset. The
technical basis for each EOP is that control
of a small number of process parameters (called the critical
Safety parameters) within specified bounds will assure plant
safety. The use of station control computers is made to
provide a clear and unambiguous identification of the EOP to
be used, based on recognition of the specific set of entry
conditions, and to monitor the plant conditions important to
the execution of each EOP. Absolute limits, trends or a
combination of both are recognized, prioritized and
annunciated along with rapid keyboard access to a set of
dedicated displays prepared to support the execution of each
procedure. Because of the importance of these documents in
controlling serious upsets, a rigorous quality program is
followed to produce each document. The designated reviewers
include a senior safety analyst to confirm compliance with the
licensing basis analysis and an authorized operations person
to ensure that it can be safely implemented in the field. A
carefully designed field trial is held to demonstrate that all
the control room and field actions can be implemented in a
timely manner within the capability of the shift resources.
Further development continues to fully document the technical
basis for each EOP and to provide the computer support
mentioned above. Over the longer term, each EOP will be
revised for presentation in a logigram" format for the master
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logic complete with the required monitoring, instrumentation
and summary of corrective actions, with the tabs providing the
detailed corrective actions. This approach ensures that the
operator maintains an overview of the EOP strategy while
having full and complete access to detailed procedures. A
list of the nine EPs is given in Table 6.

Safety Procedures: A complete set of operating procedure are
produced to cover the radiation protection as well the
conventional safety aspects and form part of the radiation
protection training. Most of the plant employees are required
to be qualified to the advanced ("green badge") level which
allows one to work in the radiation area as well as to
supervise others. All persons are also required to take an
RPT requalification course every 3 years to maintain their
badge. As a result of this continuing training, safety
culture is integrated with all the other operating procedures
and work plans.

Contingency Plans: A full range of plans are produced to
cover such contingencies as radiation release, fire, medical,
chemical and security incidents. These procedures form the
basis for staff training as well as conducting of formal
exercise, both on-site as well as off-site, in accordance with
the requirements of the Operating Licence. These exercises are
duly audited.

Information Reports: A great deal of emphasis is placed on
documenting the actual experience and developments as
Information reports. This covers such topics as inspection
results, annual outage performance, system and equipment
performance, safety and reliability studies, computer program
development. In addition, specific Technical Instructions are
produced to document the methodology for performing routine
technical support functions. These documents provide a solid
base of information to serve the future needs of the station.

S.4 MANAGEMENT

Managing the Nuclear Program with a Single Unit Focus: Being
the only nuclear station in the utility, most of the
nuclear expertise of NB Power resides at Point Lepreau As
a result, the staff and management of the station provide the
necessary resources to the corporate office for managing
technical activities related to the nuclear power program, in
addition to their full time responsibility for running Point
Lepreau. This role covers such areas as future nuclear
development, review of project proposals, public information
programs, R&D, risk management and nuclear liability issues.
Although this does tend to tax station resources to a degree,
the nature of involvement increases the breadth of experience
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and ensures that the final outcome of ay new development is
consistent with the expectations of the station staff. The
'global' knowledge is thus applied to meet the specific needs
of Lepreau. In other words in all matters nuclear, the
station takes the lead in resolving the licensing and
technical issues.

Research and Development: The station staff are responsible
for managing all the research and development work required
to support plant operation. The necessary funding forms part
of the station annual budget. Most of this work is managed
through the Candu owners group (COG) with station staff
participating at all levels, including the working parties
where specific research work is defined and managed, the
technical committees where the funding allocation and strategy
is formulated and the directing committee where overall policy
and direction is controlled. This mechanism ensures that
Lepreau specific requirements are considered in defining the
R&D program, and that the station staff emain abreast of the
latest developments, which enhances their effectiveness to
serve the developing needs of the plant.

Management is accessible: The management operates as a
working level team fully participating n the development of
strategy to resolve major problems and remains fully
accessible to staff. During off-hours one member of
management is always on-call to assist the shift in responding
to problems as well as to meet the contingency plan
requirements.

Communications Network: Routine communication between
management, staff and plant activities s maintained through
the computerized shift log, station information data bank,
through the daily planning meetings and through plant
walkdowns. The daily planning meetings at 9 o'clock attended
by management and supervision from all departments, form the
primary focus for a dynamic communication mechanism by which
problems which could threaten continued operation are
evaluated and responsibility for follow-up actions assigned.
Any new work which could have adverse impact on plant
performance is raised to ensure that management and
supervision are fully informed and any risks assessed.
Depending on the nature of the problem, a special meeting is
convened immediately after the planning meeting to resolve the
key issue(s) of the day with the participation of the relevant
system engineers and support staff. This practice ensures
that any problems of immediate concern are addressed in the
shortest possible time.

Group Interaction: Interaction within and between different
work groups is built into the institutional environment
defined by the station documentation. Even though the
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production of formal documentation follows a rather cumbersome
review process, it does result in a quality document which is
acceptable to all concerned. It also enforces significant
group interaction between technical and production units. In
addition, a ratrix participation is defined for major projects
from different groups which promotes interaction and
cooperation. Within each unit, a great deal of emp'.,-asis is
placed on routine group meetings. For example, the Technical
Manager meets with his department heads once a week to
exchange new information, strategies, priorities, and to
review major activities. Particular attention is paid to the
deliverables of the week and resolving any potential conflicts
between groups. Each department head meets with his own group
supervisors to ensure that the relevant information from the
above meeting is acknowledged and other local issues
addressed. Each department meets as a group once a month.
Besides providing a forum for group interaction, this meeting
also serves to review lessons learned from unplanned events
and to address personnel safety issues. At least once a year,
the Manager meets with each department to review overall
"state of the union" and address any questions or issues
brought forward by the staff. This program of routine
meetings ensures the maintenance of a healthy work environment
and keeps the staff well-informed of what is going on and why.

maintaining a clean Base State: The management places a high
degree of importance on maintaining cleanliness in the plant.
This includes prompt attention to reporting steam leaks.
Where the equipment cannot be isolated for repairs, steam
leaks are temporarily fixed by injecting a sealing compound
called "Furmanitelf. This approach ensures that incipient
problems are discovered and acted upon promptly before they
develop into bigger problems. On February 10, 1990 an
operator discovered a relatively small leak from a crack in
the suction line of the boiler feed pumps. This discovery may
not have been as prompt in a plant where operation with steam
leaks is the norm. Similarly the reactor core is kept free
of defective fuel to minimize radioactive contamination and
to reduce worker dose.

Ensuring Accountability: A high degree of emphasis is placed
on accountability. Each department head is assigned a cost
centre under which budgets are prepared and expenditures are
controlled. In effect, each department operates as a business
unit for all costs including labour, material, hired services,
as-well as capital projects. This approach ensures forward
planning for longer term jobs and fiscal control over the
expenditures. The accountability for work responsibility is
ensured through the following mechanisms:

For day-to-day work, the daily planning meeting discussed
above provides an excellent forum to achieve "living"
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accountability. The 11 o'clock planning meeting is
attended by the work group foremen to review the progress
on all work under their control and to assume
responsibility for additional work. This approach
ensures that each foreman becomes a pprty to the workload
assigned to his group and therefore becomes accountable
for it through the Daily Work Plan.
A parallel program is being developed using a
computerized PC based work management tool to plan and
schedule the routine technical support tasks and project
activities in accordance with the riorities determined
by management. Such plans generally cover a horizon of
three months to a year depending o the nature of work,
and form the basis for ensuring accountability of the
person responsible.

Labour-Management Relations: Labour relations are second to
none in the industry. Labour and Management tend to work as
a team. There has never been any time lost due to an
industrial action in the history of plant operation. This
doesn't mean that they don't have differences of opinion on
matters relating to labour management. They are however more
likely to talk rather than "go to war".

configuration control: A high degree of emphasis is placed
on controlling the design modifications and upkeep of the
associated documentation. A formal Change Proposal and
Approval (CPA) request is raised by the responsible system
engineer specifying the conceptual design change along with
a detailed justification and cost estimate. once it is
reviewed by his line supervision, the formal review and
approval process is coordinated by a dedicated Change Control
group who track its review by the Safety and Compliance group
for any impact on licensing submissions before presenting ii
for formal approval. Each CPA is assessed by a standing
committee consisting of management and the Superintendents of
the Operations department and Safety and Compliance
department. The system engineer is required to defend the CPA
in person. All station documents affected by the change are
formally recorded as well as any external inputs required,
including formal approvals by the jurisdictions. Following
approval by the Station Manager at this meeting, the CPA is
formally tracked by the Change Control Coordinator through to
field implementation. The revision of documentation is also
tracked until it is formally confirmed as completed. The
station drawings are now being updated at Site using an
electronic drawings processor which is expected to reduce the
turn-around time of a few days. This facility will ensure
that all staff are working to the same set of up-to-date
drawings to minimize confusion, avoid potentially costly
mistakes and improve productivity. All emporary changes are
managed through the use of a "jumper record" system. A jumper
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record is applied whenever the physical configuration of the
plant is at variance from the approved documentation, or there
is a temporary change to the approved documentation. Each
jumper record is assessed according to its importance to plant
operation: safetv related jumpers belong to category 
production related belong to Category 2 and the remaining to
Category 3 On-going review and follow-up procedure ensures
that outstanding jumpers receive due attention for removal.
Jumpers which exceed their review date by 3 months must seek
management approval for extension. In summary, the physical
status of the plant and its associated documentation is well
controlled, which minimizes the potential for human errors in
operation and maintenance as well as performing the technical
support function.

Learning from Experience: At Point Lepreau, the unplanned
event reporting system has evolved over the years to a stage
where it is now considered to be fairly comprehensive,
thorough and effective in all aspects. The objectives of the
unplanned event reporting system are to provide documentation
describing the course of the event, assessment of causes,
formal mechanism for follow up actions and to provide written
notification to the AECB and other external agencies as
required by the Operating Licence. Where it is an AECB
reportable event, a formal Unplanned Event Report (UER is
issued with 30 days of the event. For either events, an
informal Unplanned Event Immediate report (UEIR) is issued.
Each event report starts as a UEIR normally written by the
Shift Supervisor or the System Engineer. The Licensing group
performs an assessment of its impact on conditions of the
Operating Licence for formal reporting to the AECB. Once the
licensing review sheet is approved by management, it is
submitted to the AECB along with a copy of the report is then
circulated for further review by the Operations
Superintendent, Production Manager, Technical Manager, Health
Physics Manager and finally the Station Manager for approval.
All UEIRs are formally reviewed by a Committee consisting of
the Technical Manager, Production Manager, the relevant System
Engineer and his department head, and the Licensing
Supervisor. At this meeting, the root cause(s) are assessed,
and follow-up actions assigned along with their priority and
target completion dates. The minutes of this meeting are kept
by the UEIR coordinator and the follow-up actions are tracked
on a computerized data base. Overdue actions are separately
followed-up with the responsible department head and the
manager. All UEIRs and other significant plant problems of
potential interest to others are posted on the information
network of the CANDU Owner's Group. The operating experience
feedback from other stations is also formally handled and
routed to the relevant persons and his supervision for
assessment of its impact on Lepreau. A separate copy is routed
to management and department heads for general information.
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Work Control: The basic unit of work s covered by a Work
Order Report of Deficiency (WORD) which is approved by the
responsible system engineer, assessed by the work group,
scheduled by Planning and executed by the relevant work group.
The completed WORD along with the work report and other data
is routed to the responsible system engineer for approval
before it is filed in the Vault. A computerized data base on
all completed WORDs is maintained for future planning
purposes. Where the job requires ormal approvals by
management and/or the AECB, or involves a significant amount
of coordination between different work groups, a formal Work
Plan is prepared. A Work Plan is then executed under several
WORDs by different work groups as the case may be.

Operations Activity: This department, being the "customer"
of most of the Technical Unit services, as provided the lead
in developing standards for preparing such documents as the
operational f lowsheets, operating manuals, emergency operating
procedures. In addition to the authorized shift supervisor,
each shift has two licensed senior operators. This approach
provides strong leadership in control room as well as field
operations. To conduct'routine operations activities, standard
procedures have been prepared for field inspection guides
(FIGS) panel checks, standard operating sequences (SOS) The
jumper record system is very effective in controlling
temporary changes to the plant and the associated
documentaiton. Routine checks are performed by the shift
clerical staff to confirm that the system remains effective.
The Work Permit system has evolved over the years to safeguard
personnel and plant safety and is believed to be second to
none in the industry. The shift log is computerized which
allows equal access to all staff from, work or from home
through a PC modem. The outage log is similarly available
electronically. An system has been developed to ensure that
all authorized staff review new and/or revised operating
documentation. A formal record of their review and comments
is maintained electronically. A high degree of priority is
placed on continuing training of operations staff. Recently
acquired Plant Simulator is a big step forward to augment
refresher training.

outage Management: Since 1982, the planned outage time has
averaged 18 days per year, about two third of the total outage
time. The Planning department takes the lead role in
organizing the outage. Using a computerized program (PROMINI)
developed at Lepreau, the department inputs the data,
optimizes the outage logic, processes the information and
provides the output to the users in the f orm of daily work
assignment sorted by foreman, master logic overviews, manpower
histograms, as well as pre-requisites and logic for each job.
Typical achievements of an 18 day utage include 3000
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individual work orders, 120 detailed work plans, 20 design
modifications and 120,000 hours worked. The Operations
department provides the outage support group headed by a Shift
Supervisor as the Outage Manager, reporting to the Station
Manager. He is assisted by a number of authorized senior
operators and other plant operators to work as coordinators.
Their role is to optimize the overall outage logic, provide
coordination between operations and other departments,
organize and prepare the necessary work permits. This
dedicated approach to efficient outage management has been one
of the key factors in minimizing the length of planned outages
and improving station availability.

maintenance Activity: Most of the maintenance work is
performed on days except for a skeleton maintenance to
capability to support on-going shift operations and to handle
emergency work orders. The department typically handles about
1500 work orders a month of which roughly 45% represents
planned preventative maintenance work. Average worker
productivity runs at about 45-50% which is at the high end of
the scale for the nuclear industry. A great deal of attention
is paid to work assessment before it is assigned to field
implementation. This takes care of front end planning to
ensure that the required information, tools, procedures and
materials are available for the job. This group interacts
with the System Engineers and Planning on routine maintenance
work as well as on work packages to implement design changes.

Self-sufficient Fuel Handling Group: This department operates
as a stand-alone team complete with its own operations,
maintenance and technical support capability which works
extremely well for Lepreau. They train and authorize their
own staff to operate the fuel handling system. The fuel
handling specialists perform the dual role of operator and
maintainer. Being an independent group, they are able to
maintain a "living" set of operational and maintenance
documents to include feedback from the field. Their
maintenance procedures are standardized along with the
relevant PERT charts for overhauling such major equipment as
the Fuelling Machine Head. They design and develop their own
special tooling eg. the tool for back lash measurement of ball
screws. Their planned work runs at about 75% and can typically
perform the necessary maintenance work with a turn-around
period of hours. The average unavailability of the Fuelling
Machines runs at about 450 hours per year compared to a target
of 600 hours.

Self-sufficient Chemical Control Group: This department also
works as a self-contained group. The shop analytical
procedures are well developed. The technicians are primarily
trained on-the-job, backed by special skills training programs
arranged through the suppliers of the analytical equipment.
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Besides handling routine analytical work, the department
handle such projects as crud transport and deposits in
boilers, hydrogen release in cover gas sstems and optimizing
primary and secondary cycle chemistry. The department is
responsible for operating the systems that affect station
chemistry as well as monitoring and controlling it. As a
result, Point Lepreau enjoys one of the best levels of
chemistry controls in the world.

Comprehensive Technical Support: The Technical unit is the
focal point for all the technical knowledge on the plant and
provides the full scope of technical services. It is more
like a typical multi-unit station technical unit, head office
engineering, central technical services and nuclear safety
department rolled into one. The broad range of scope being
managed in one place improves efficiency and the decision
making process to serve the plant.

system Engineering Function backed by Generic Engineering:
The system engineers are responsible for all aspects of their
systems and are supported by the generic functional groups
located in various departments of the Technical Unit. The
generic equipment engineers take care of problems which cut
across system boundaries e.g. mercury-wetted relays, solenoid
valves, environmental qualification, motorized valves, power
supplies. This approach ensures full ad complete dedicated
coverage of station systems, components and activities with
equal emphasis and importance accorded to every facet of the
plant.

Technical unit is the "Designer of Record": The system
engineers and the generic support engineers are the custodians
of plant design and manage all design changes. The services
of outside agencies are employed as required, including the
corporate design office and consultants. All design packages
are approved by the responsible system engineers before field
implementation. The detailed design packages and computerized
wiring design are handled at site. All relevant design
information is kept up to date at site using in-house
resources.

Centralized Licensing Activity: The Safety and Compliance
department is the custodian of all the licensing requirements
and the supporting safety and reliability analysis submitted
to the AECB in support of the Operating Licence. All normal
interaction with the AECB and other jurisdictions are
maintained through this department. This approach allows a
single point contact on all licensing matters which promotes
consistency in approach, following-up of commitments and
actions items as well as maintaining the register of licensing
documents. Such a centralized approach fr managing interface
with the regulatory authority ensures that licensing
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activities are well-coordinated and effectively managed.

In-house Safety Analysis Capability: The Safety Analysis
group is the custodian of the licensing basis analysis work
performed during the initial design as well as all the work
performed to date to maintain the Operating Licence. It also
serves to provide generic technical support to the system
engineers on safety design requirements and assumptions made
in the analysis regarding operational requirements of systems
and components. The on-site activity promotes close
communication between the analysts and the field staff and
ensures that the the constraints imposed by field operating
requirements are incorporated in the analysis. At the same
time! it ensures that inherent assumptions in the analysis
are reflected in procedures and practices governing station
operation. This group performs a key role in developing site
specific solutions to all the safety related issues as part
of an integrated technical support function. The on-site
understanding of licensing basis gives the capability to
address new issues raised by the AECB, or emerging issues as
a result of new developments in technology. The group
provides effective and timely analytical support to the
station during abnormal situations not specifically covered
by the existing analysis, eg. assessment of impairments to
safety systems and heat sinks. This knowledge also feeds into
the development of the operating Policies and Principles,
impairment manuals, emergency operating procedures,
probabilistic safety studies and training of staff.

Independent Compliance monitoring: The Reliability group
performs an independent monitoring of the special safety
systems and important safety related systems in parallel with
the designated system engineers. This group establishes the
testing requirements through the test frequency studies which
are licensing support documents approved by the AECB. These
requirements are translated into the test procedures produced
by the system engineers. The performance data on equipment
failures as well as any associated unavailability are
maintained in a historical data base and reported to the AECB
as part of the reporting requirements. The reliability staff
work closely with the system engineers to develop the test
frequency studies thereby ensuring that the testing
requirements are optimized to suit the field operating
considerations. Similarly the Licensing group monitors
overall plant operation in accordance with the requirements
of the Operating Policies and Principles and the operating
Licence. The independent compliance monitoring and the
ability to respond to abnormal plant conditions ensures the
best possible safety-reliability performance.
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Core Performance Monitoring and Analysis: A dedicated group
monitors core parameters and advises the system engineers on
instrumentation calibration requirements to fine-tune reactor
power control and protection systems. he bundle power and
channel power limits are monitored oline and enforced
through the fuel management program to optimize flux ripple
and fuel burn-up. The group also per-forms detailed heat
balance calculation on the primary and secondary cycle to
ensure the efficacy of the bulk core power calibration factors
and to trend overall thermal performance of the plant. A
detailed channel-by-channel fuelling history is maintained on
the computer as an aid to the control room operator to avoid
any potential problems while fuelling a channel. Also a
program has been developed to select an optimum set of
channels for fuelling to fulfill required reactivity deficit
in accordance with the prescribed citeria. The Core
performance group maintains a "watching brief" on any
defective fuel in the core and recommends the best approach
to detect its location and remove it f rom the core at the
earliest possible opportunity.

Analytical Capability: All the necessary analytical codes are
maintained at site or at dedicated consulting facilities to
support the plant on a short notice. The! range of capability
include the reactor physics codes (eg. RFSP, ROSE, SMOKIN),
the safety analysis codes (eg. NUCIRC, SOPHT, CATHENA,
PRESCON), the reliability analysis program (CAFTA). These
codes are fully documented and archived at site to ensure
traceability of the licensing basis analysis and to manage on-
going development. Most of these codes have been converted
to the micro-computer environment to minimize running cost and
to improve service to the station.

Quality Assurance: The quality is built into the performance
activities and assured by the QA department. The QA group
performs in-depth audits on all the safety-related systems and
activities. This doesn't leave too much outside their scope.
The breadth and thoroughness of system audits ensure that all
relevant aspects of a system are covered and appropriate
corrective actions are planned and implemented. The QA group
also reviews all work orders prior to and after the actual
work. The review covers all aspects of the work including
prerequisites, actual performance of work and review of
results. This activity, together with the in-depth system
audits, substantially contributes to the safety and
reliability of the station. The findings of each audit are
discussed with the relevant department head and the manager
and the specified Corrective Action requests (CARs) are
formally issued. All outstanding CARs and non-conformance
reports are tracked electronically. An annual QA Review
Committee (QARC) meeting is held to assess the effectiveness
of the QA program including the status of all QA related
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action items. This Committee is composed of the Station
Manager, Technical Manager, Production Manager, Corporate QA
Manager, Director of Central Technical Services and the QA
supervisor. A comprehensive QA status report is issued
monthly which identifies all the follow up actions related to
QA. In short, QA is accepted as an important facet of station
operation to achieve its performance objective.

Use of PCs at Work: The management are fully supportive of
innovative approaches to the application of computers in the
work place to improve staff productivity. The number of PCs
at the plant has grown steadily to about one PC f or two
professionals. This trend is consistent with increasing
emphasis on systems health monitoring and work management.

6. ONGOING PROGRAM FOR IMPROVEMENT

The Station Manager has constituted a standing Committee consisting
of all department heads to work together with the management to
identify potential impediments to achieving station performance
objectives in all areas of plant activity. This approach has led
to the formulation of a number of initiatives which have been
distilled into specific projects. The objectives and scope of each
project are documented in a "Project Summary Sheet" which covers
a description of each task, person(s) responsible and a target
completion date. Each project leader is supported by a group of
specialists to work as a team. A representative list of projects
for each of the four performance factors discussed in section 3 is
presented.

6.1 People

The initiative in this area include:

Reassessment of training needs, methodology, resources and
facilities required. Special emphasis is being placed on
simulator training, continuing training of the licensed staff,
skills training, and training of the technical unit staff.
Review of methodology and criteria for performance assessment
in the light of recent developments in human resource
management.
Study of career development aspects to meet employee
expectations and future needs of NB Power.

- Review of working conditions in the light of current practices
in comparable industries.

6.2 Equipment Issues

The following projects relate to addressing equipment obloscence,
ageing, new licensing issues and/or improving station safety and
reliability:
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Fuel channel inspection and maintenance to address life-
limiting concerns, which include delayed hydride cracking
(DHC), brittle fracture, creep/sag and longation.
Replacing all in-core flux detectors which are reaching the
end of their useful life.
Steam generator inspection and maintenance to address concerns
rc�garding sludge build-up.
Containment upgrading to maintain leak rates below the
operational targets.
Tritium management to minimize internal dose to workers and
to improve productivity in tritiated environments.
One-pump-per-loop operation to be commissioned and licensed
to cover for contingencies when a heat transport pump becomes
unavailable.
Dry fuel storage to extend the storage capacity for spent fuel
at site.
Modifications to withstand secondary side breaks outside
Reactor Building.
Developing a full scope systems health monitoring program
which includes upgrading of the safety sstem monitoring data
logger and completion of the "gateway" ystem to bring plant
data to the system engineers.
Developing computerized project management tools to provide
efficient work management in the technical unit and various
development projects.
Upgrading the work management system using integrated
relational data base technique. This wll cover all aspects
of information and work management activities associated with
the day-to-day station activities.
Developments of computerized programs fr improving operator
productivity and minimizing the potential for human errors.
This includes the work permit/operating order system, use of
hand-held computers for field verification of equipment and
data collection during field routines.
Upgrading the calibration program for instrumentation and
computerizing the data base in order to facilitate data
gathering and retrievability.
Upgrading the maintenance program for environmental
qualification for instrumentation and addressing ageing
concerns for degradable components.

6.3 Procedures

Initiatives in this area include:

- Upgrading the Emergency Operating Procedures to meet the
intent of the latest industry standards. This will include
the development of computer support to aid the operator to
recognize the event, monitor the critical safety parameters,
and manage the associated control room and field actions in
an effective manner. The EPs will also be validated on the
Simulator which is currently being commissioned at site.
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Completion of a program to document the allowable operating
limits for systems and equipment. This will cover all aspects
of operation credited in the safety analysis implicity or
explicitly. These documents will form the basis to confirm
the adequacy of the existing operating procedures and
practices or to reanalyses where necessary, to meet practical
operating limitations.
Finalizing formal issuance of maintenance procedures.

6.4 Management

The following initiatives are in progress:

Review staffing needs in each area to meet future challenges,
especially the increasing workload to address equipment ageing
and obsolescence, increasing expectations from the regulatory
authorities to address developing requirements, and increasing
emphasis on staff training.

- Review and assessment of job descriptions for each position.
- Improving group interaction through better understanding of

the role of each group.
- Review of paper work production and distribution with a view

to reducing it a much as possible consistent with good
operating practices and regulatory requirements.

- Reducing documentation backlog e.g. follow-up actions from
UEIRs, jumper records.

- Development of performance indicators for the station at each
level of accountability and setting up a system to monitor
them against established performance targets.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The performance of Point Lepreau is quite impressive when compared
to its "peers" in the nuclear industry. Of the ten performance
indicators selected for comparison, Point Lepreau heads the list
in gross capacity factor, heavy water upkeep rate, unplanned
reactor trips/year, dose to the public due to routine emissions and
shares the top spot with Bruce 1, and for incapability due to
fuel handling. It is third on the list on account of forced outage
rate and worker dose. The average fuel burn-up is lower than other
CANDUs because of the fact Lepreau is operated with a higher margin
to shim and that the ripple is optimized to achieve higher margins
to trip. Also the moderator isotopic tends to be lower than other
CANDUs because of the fact that Lepreau does not have a dedicated
moderator upgrader. It is also worth noting that Bruce A reactors
have boosters instead of adjusters which improves burn-up
significantly. The other two areas of performance, namely the low-
level radioactive waste storage and lost time accidents tend to
suffer heavily from local practices and accounting procedures
thereby making a meaningful comparison somewhat difficult.
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In the context of Point Lepreau, the station has benefitted
significantly from the on-going design modification program to
improve its performance both in steady state as well as to
withstand transient operating conditions.

The quality of the documentation has been ensured through a
rigorous program of review and approval process and kept up-to-
date in step with the design modification program.

The use of computer support in plant operations, maintenance and
technical support activities has played a significant role in
improving productivity through efficient communication and work
management practices.

The biggest factor in Lepreau's performance i however its People.
They have the dedication to the station, a feeling of ownership,
a sense of pridQ in successfully operating a sophisticated
technology in New Brunswick. They are trained to do their job,
have the benefit of the commissioning experience, take care of the
fine details which make the big difference in successful operation,
and enjoy the challenge of improving the station within practical
limits. They carry the total responsibility to ensure the well-
being of the station and enjoy the challenge this places on their
shoulders.

The Management provides and nurtures the environment in which the
People are encouraged to achieve their highest potential. The
institutional framework is continually being reviewed and revised
to suit the needs of the people and the plant. The management are
accessible to deal with day-to-day as well as longer term issues
and maintain an effective communication network that promotes
confidence and credibility with the staff. The fact that all
challenges facing lepreau are managed at site from pro;jlem
recognition through to development of strategy and implementation
of specific solutions in a participatory environment ensures the
effectiveness of the system.

There are a number of areas which need to be improved to address
new challenges to the station. While some of these include known
or expected problems with the equipment, the most important of them
however deal with enhancing the capability, morale and motivation
of the staff to meet these challenges and to mitigate complacency.
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Al. AECL EACL
AECL CANDU EACLCANDU

The Top Ten TABLE

Lifetime World Power Reactor Performance to September 30,1990*
from among 339 reactors over 150 MW

Country Ranking Unit Type Capacity
Factor %t

Canada 1 Point Lepreau CANDU 90.1

Germany 2. Ernsland PWR 90.0

Hungary I Paks 2 PWR 88.7

Canada 4. Bruce CANDU 88.1

Germany 5. Grohnde PWR 86.5

Canada 6. Pickering 7 CANDU 86.3

Finland 7. Loviisa 2 PWR 85.8

Belgium 8. Tihange 3 PWR 85.8

Hungary 9. Paks 4 PWR 85.5

NEE Switzerland 10. Beznau 2 PWR 85.1

'Source: Nuclear Engineering nternational

t Capacity Factor = actual electricity generation

perfect electricity generation
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TABLE 4
SIGNIFICANT DESIGN MODIFICATIONS

1 TURBINE DRIVEN AUX. BLR. FEED PUMP
2 CONDENSATE POLISHER
3 ON-LINE SAMPLING OF LISS POISON

CONCENTRATION
4 D20 SUPPLY-SEPARATION OF PHT & MOD
5 DRY CANISTER STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL
6 SEMI-AUTO SPENT FUEL TRANS. MECH.
7 CONDENSER-STAKING OF TUBE BUNDLE
8 S/F DISCH. RM.-EMERG. ACCESS PLUGS

IN CEILING
9 FIREWATER BACKUP TO EMERG. S/F

PORT CLING
10 REACTOR SETBACK ON LOW MOD. LVL.
11 MOD. HX SEALING STRIP RE-LOCATION
12 SPOOL PIECE FOR GUARANTEED SHUTDOWN
13 ANNULUS GAS COMPRESSORS
14 MODIFY MOD. COV. GAS DEMISTER LOOP
15 PHT-POST LOCA OPERATION OF HT PUMPS
16 STM. GEN.-HOLES FOR SLUDGE LANCING
17 PHT D20 STOR. TK. ADJUST. LVL. ALARM
18 H20 ZERO AIR GAP RESERVOIR
19 AUTO CLOSURE OF MV71 72 ON TK.1-3

LOW LVL.
20 AUTO CLOSURE OF MV75 ON LOCA SIGNAL
21 REDUCE CLOSURE TIME OF PV98 P106
22 F/M D20 SUPPLY-D20 EMERG. MAKEUP
23 DETECTION OF FAILED FUEL USING

ALARMING GAMMA MONITOR
24 BLR. SECONDARY SIDE INSPECTION PORTS



TABLE 4 CONT,)
SIGNIFICANT DESIGN MODIFICATIONS

25 MAIN STM.- STM LINE VIB. RESTRAINT
MODIFICATION

26 PROVISION FOR KEEPING CNDENSATE LINE
FULL DURING CEP S1UTDOWN 

27 CONDENSATE MODS. �O D/A PIPING
28 BLR. FEED PUMP DISCH. MV PWR. SUPPLY

CHANGE TO CL. III AUTO CLOSURE OF
BFP DISCH VLV"S. ON LOSS OF CL IV

29 TESTABLE LOGIC ON AUTO CLOSURE OF
BFP DISCH. VLV"S. ON RESERVE ROTATION

30 MAIN GEN.-INSTALL GEN. STABILIZER UNIT
31 REPLACEMENT OF CRITICAL HG WETTED

RELAYS
32 SAFETY SYS. DATA LOGGER
33 GENERIC CHATTER ALARM FILTER
34 STATION CONTROL DISPLAY SOFTWARE

MENUS
35 SDS1 ADDITION OF MOD. TEMP. TRIP
36 S/F DISCH. BAY AIR RETURN PUMP
37 PERMANENT R/B LEAK RATE DATA COLL.
38 MODS. TO WITHSTAND SECONDARY SIDE

BREAKS IN T/B
39 ANNULUS GAS- MODS. TO IMPROVE LEAK

DETECTION CAPABILITY
40 BLOWDOWN OF F/M SNOUT CAVITY
41 SB EXTN. & SF BAY MDS. FOR DRY

FUEL STORAGE
42 D20 SUPPLY-MOD. FEED BLEED
43 D20 VAPOUR RECOV. PROG CNTROL
44 D20 CLEANUP-SEGREGA'TE PHT MOD.
45 COMPUTER SYS. EP MONITORING 

SPECIAL DISPLAYS
46 STATION CONTROL DMPUTER-FIXED

HEAD DISC REPLACEMENT
47 ON-LINE ONE WAY DATA DUMP FEATURE

ON DCC's
48 HEAT TRANSPORT PUMP TRIP PROGRAM
49 POWER PLANT SIMULATOR
50 MODIFY AUX. BLR. TO BURN LUBRICATING



TABLE 6

LIST OF EMERGENCY
OPERATING PROLEEDURES

1, GENERIC
2, DUAL COMPUTER FAILURE
3, LOSS OF FEEDWATER
4. LOSS OF INSTRUMENT AIR
5, LOSS OF SERVICE WATER
6, LOSS OF CLASS IV POWER
7, LARGE LOCA

8, SMALL LOCA
9, STEAM GENERATOR TUBE

FAILURE




